
ACCOUNT-BASED MARKETING
WHAT IT IS, HOW IT DIFFERS FROM OTHER MARKETING 
METHODS, AND HOW TO START TODAY. 
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Account-Based Marketing (ABM) is a strategy using time-tested B2B Sales and Marketing
principles to target company accounts rather than individual Sales leads. It involves creating
hyper-personalized content targeted to the decision-makers within a company, leading to
new accounts and the expansion of existing ones. Personalization is built through account-specific 
insight, content, and interactions to ensure relevance and interest for each decision-maker. ABM is a 
strategy designed for long-term growth and success, rather than quick,one-and-done deals. 
  

Page views, link clicks, conversions; these are great metrics to measure how your content is 
performing, but it doesn’t directly relate to profit. These metrics are just statistics, they don’t 
tell us if our leads are from the correct company, if the conversions are from non-targeted            
accounts, or how our relationship is with the lead. On the other hand, ABM has new technology 
to make it easier than ever to report on ABM’s metrics, which do relate to profit:

 • Coverage: How complete is your account data? Do you have the right contacts in your system?
 • Awareness: Are your target accounts aware of your solutions? Of your company?
 • Reach/Program Impact: Are your Marketing campaigns reaching the target accounts?                                   
             Sent ≠ delivered 
 • Engagement: Is the interaction between your team and target accounts growing over time?

WHAT IS ACCOUNT-BASED MARKETING? 

1. VANITY METRICS VS. ABM METRICS  
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In Traditional B2B Marketing, about 6.3% of leads close on average 
(Marketing Insider). Those hundreds, even thousands of leads your 
Sales and Marketing teams are chasing are not likely to close, wasting 
your team’s time. In ABM, you spend time focused on target accounts 
that have a better chance to close. ABM accounts are usually larger 
than those in Traditional Marketing.

To turn a lead that you received from Traditional Marketing tactics 
into a raving fan of your business takes a perfect experience and               
continued nurturing after the deal is done. In ABM, Sales and Marketing 
invests time upfront with the target accounts so by the time the account 
is closed, the ABM team now has an entire team of brand advocates   
rather than one.

Traditional Marketing collects leads across all titles and levels within 
a company, causing Sales to be unconnected, and smaller than ABM 
deals. The average contract value in ABM accounts are 40% higher for 
Mid-Market and 35% higher for Enterprise deals (Heinz Marketing). This 
is due to ABM’s strategy of investing time upfront with accounts, leading 
to account expansion.

Traditional Marketing originated in a corporate organization that 
placed Sales on one floor and Marketing on a separate floor.                        
Marketing generates leads, then passes them onto Sales. ABM requires            
Marketing to use strategies that Sales has been using for decades, 
and Sales needs Marketing to truly engage buyers. This method brings 
the two together to collaborate on the most efficient strategies for their 
accounts.
 

2. QUANTITY VS. QUALITY  

3. ‘ONE-AND-DONE’ VS. CASE 

4. SMALL DEALS VS. BIG DEALS  

5. DISCONNECTED VS. ALIGNED  
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1. Identify your target Accounts

2. Target key internal Players and Account Insight 

3. Engage and Nurture 
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• This step involves Sales and Marketing coming together to produce a list of target accounts.
• There are multiple methods teams can use to do this, but unless statistics and key data points 
are infused, you might end up with the wrong target accounts. 
• Suggested Tools: Salesforce Sales Cloud & Salesforce Einstein 

• Create an Org chart for your target accounts to highlight the decision-makers and key      
stakeholders.
• Obtain additional information about the accounts such as industry trends, strengths, and even 
insights such as the office’s culture. 
• Suggested Tools: Salesforce Sales Cloud & Salesforce Chatter.

• Gone are the days of spending the same content to CEOs that you send to Marketing            
associates. Create hyper-personalized content that speaks directly to each decision-maker at the 
company.
• Deliver hyper-personalized content through many ways: live events, email, direct mail, etc. 
Don’t be afraid to experiment with different channels and change your cadence!
• Suggested Tools: Marketing Cloud Ad Studio, (Journey Builder or Pardot) & Salesforce Engage.

ABM isn’t one-size-fits-all, but most successful ABM Marketers follow this process:
 

THE ACCOUNT-BASED MARKETING PROCESS
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Account-Based Marketing requires the alignment of Sales and Marketing to create                      
hyper-personalized messaging and distribute across multiple channels to key players and          
decision-makers in target accounts. Account-Based Marketing+ goes one step further and includes 
aligning your Service department with Sales and Marketing. The Service department has insight 
into how your Solutions are performing and provide valuable feedback that Sales and Marketing 
can use in their strategies. Use ABM+ to ensure your Marketing strategies come full circle!
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When you work with Corrao Group, you’re not working 
with just Salesforce consultants or just business 
optimization consultants; you’re working with both. 
Since 2002, Corrao Group has been helping B2B 
organizations of all sizes successfully optimize their 
business processes with Salesforce and our full-scale 
digital marketing agency.  
 

START MAXIMIZING YOUR 
INVESTMENT TODAY!

OUR MISSION IS TO MAXIMIZE YOUR SALESFORCE INVESTMENT

• Close the big deals, gain clients for life! Once the first deal is closed, leverage your account 
insight to find additional areas where your company can help.
• Gather your ABM metrics to see the impact on your target accounts. As with every marketing 
strategy, remember to update and optimize your content to keep up with the industry trends. 
• Suggested Tools: Salesforce Sales Cloud, Salesforce Einstein, Salesforce Engage, Marketing 
Cloud Ad Studio, (Journey Builder or Pardot)

4. Close, Report, and Optimize 

GO FURTHER WITH ACCOUNT BASED MARKETING+
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